
We have developed a simple theoretical framework for
identifying and characterizing different aspects and ele-
ments of the learning of new words and a set of experi-
mental tasks based on the framework, intended to apply to
a variety of human subject populations. In these tasks, the
participant is exposed to pairings of an auditorily pre-
sented novel sound pattern with the pictorial drawing of a
novel object. The pictured objects we have devised are
“aliens from other planets,” drawn specifically to serve as
interpretable but novel stimuli for which no previous names

exist; there are 144 distinct aliens. The novel sound pat-
terns are used as category names for the aliens and have
been instantiated in the form of possible nonwords of En-
glish; we have created a database of auditory nonwords
consisting of over 2,500 stimuli recorded in a single voice,
with a controlled distribution of onsets, varying from one
to seven syllables in length.

More detailed discussion of the theoretical framework
and its rationale has been provided elsewhere, as have the
results of our preliminary experiments employing the frame-
work and the stimuli (Gupta, 2003; Gupta & Lipinski,
2004; Gupta, Lipinski, Abbs, & Lin, in press; Gupta, Mac-
Whinney, Feldman, & Sacco, 2003; Lipinski & Gupta,
2003, in press). The applicability of the paradigm to di-
verse populations has been established through its suc-
cessful use with healthy college-age adults (Gupta, 2003;
Gupta & Lipinski, 2004); with 5- to 10-year-old children
who had suffered perinatal brain lesions, as well as age-
matched healthy controls (Gupta et al., 2003); with older
adults with acquired aphasia, as well as age-matched healthy
controls (Martin, Gupta, Lipinski, Abbs, Schwartz, & Dell,
2004); and with adolescents with specific language im-
pairment (SLI), as well as age-matched healthy controls
(Gupta, Tomblin, Abbs, & Lipinski, 2004). The motivation
for the present article is to describe and make available the
stimuli themselves, in the hope that they may be useful to
other researchers in investigation of word learning, and
possibly also in other experimental contexts.
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The Aliens
We begin with a description of the stimuli that serve as

referents. Our goal in creating referents for studying word
learning was that they should belong to an inherently
meaningful category, so there would be no difficulty in
determining what kind of thing it was; however, there
should be no preexisting name for the object. To this end,
we created a set of drawings of “aliens from other plan-
ets,” examples of which are shown in Figure 1. These stim-
uli can be presented simply as images of referents, as in
Figures 1a and 1b, or with accompanying factual infor-
mation; examples of one manner in which facts could be
associated with the aliens are shown in Figures 1c and 1d.

One set of aliens has been designed to vary along three
dimensions: head shape, number of arms, and type of non-
human bodily appendage. Head shape can be humanlike,
horizontally elongated, or vertically elongated; aliens can
have either two or four arms; and nonhuman bodily ap-
pendages can be either a tail or a trunk-like appendage to
the head. The crossing of these factors yields a total of 12

combinations or cells in the design; Figure 2 provides an ex-
ample of each of these cells. One set of 48 aliens consists of
four aliens in each of these 12 cells (Set 1). A second set
of 48 consists of aliens with two arms and no nonhuman
appendages, who vary only in head shape (humanlike, ver-
tically elongated, or horizontally elongated); there are 16
aliens with each of the three head shapes (Set 2).

A third set of 48 aliens (Set 3) varies along different di-
mensions: age, body shape, and head size. Age can be ei-
ther adult or elderly; body shape can be either normal or
rotund; head size can be either normal or oversize. The
crossing of these factors yields a total of 12 cells. Four
“families” of aliens have been created so that the mem-
bers of one family appear similar to each other but occupy
the 12 cells of this design; that is, the 12 aliens are vari-
ants of a prototype. The other three families consist of 12
variants of three different prototypes, for a total of 48
aliens in this third set, divided into four families.

Thus there are three sets of 48 aliens each, for a total of
144 distinct aliens. Each of these 144 aliens comes in three

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

DISTANCE FROM EARTH : 13 LIGHT YEARS
PERSONALITY  : STUBBORN
FAVORITE FOOD  : ICE CREAM

DISTANCE FROM EARTH : 51 LIGHT YEARS
PERSONALITY  : WITTY
FAVORITE FOOD  : SPINACH

Figure 1. Examples of “aliens” used as referents. (a) and (b) are visual im-
ages without any additional information. (c) and (d) are visual images of the same
two aliens together with three “facts” presented in text form as part of the image.
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versions: one in full color, one in grayscale, and one in line
drawing format, for a total of 3 � 144 � 432 images. The
images in Figures 1 and 2 are in line drawing format.

All images are available as electronic files. We have
used the Macintosh PICT graphical format, but the avail-
ability of graphical conversion software makes conversion
to other formats relatively simple.

The Nonwords
In our word learning paradigm, participants are re-

quired to learn the pairings between visually presented im-
ages of aliens and auditorily presented category “names.”
The category names of the aliens consist of possible non-
words of English. We have created a database of nonwords
varying from one to seven syllables in length. There are
420 nonwords each of two to four syllables in length, and
440 nonwords each of five to seven syllables in length.
These polysyllabic nonwords all comprise CV nonfinal
syllables and a CVC final syllable. The nonwords were
generated orthographically in sets of 10 by a computer al-
gorithm. In each set of 10, onset consonants were drawn

from the set {p, t, k, b, d, �} with a specified probabil-
ity distribution. All noninitial consonants (i.e., onsets of
noninitial syllables, and codas of final syllables) were
drawn from the set {b, k, d, f, �, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v}
with a specified probability distribution. All vowels were
drawn from the set {a, e, i, o, u} with equal probability.
Each orthographic string was then converted to a phono-
logical encoding. For each nonword length, half the non-
words have primary stress on the penultimate syllable and
half have primary stress on the antepenultimate syllable
(except two-syllable nonwords, in which primary stress is
placed on the first or last syllable in an equal number of
stimuli). The total number of nonwords of two to seven
syllables in length is (3 � 420) � (3 � 440) � 2,580. Ex-
amples of these stimuli are given in the Appendix, which
provides an IPA transcription as well as an English-like
orthographic gloss for each nonword.

The one-syllable nonwords all have a CVC structure
and are divided into sets of 20. Each set of 20 contains two
nonwords with each of the onsets {b, d, f, �, k, p, z, ʃ, tʃ,
d�}. Five of the sets of 20 consist of nonwords from high-

Figure 2. Examples of the 12 cells of the design for “Set 1” aliens. Each row depicts a different head shape
(top, humanlike; middle, vertically elongated; bottom, horizontally elongated). Within each row, the aliens
depict, from left to right: head appendage and two arms; head appendage and four arms; tail appendage
and two arms; tail appendage and four arms.
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density neighborhoods, and five consist of nonwords from
low-density neighborhoods (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), for a
total of 100 low-density nonwords and 100 high-density
nonwords and an overall total of 200 one-syllable non-
words. The mean frequency-weighted neighborhood den-
sities (Luce & Pisoni, 1998) are 37.01 (SD � 8.9) and
5.25 (SD � 3.05) for the high- and low-density stimuli,
respectively. Examples of the one-syllable nonwords are,
in IPA: /bis/, /k�k/, /ʃ�n/, /d�εk/, and /�ut/.

Nonwords at each of the one- to seven-syllable lengths
are thus divided into (and can therefore be selected in) sets
that are equated for onsets, with the sets being of size 20
for one-syllable nonwords and of size 10 for the other
lengths. Nonwords of two- to seven-syllable lengths addi-
tionally have other controlled phonotactic properties; the
one-syllable nonwords additionally comprise two sets with
different neighborhood densities. The database consists of
2,580 � 200 � 2,780 nonwords in total, of one to seven
syllables in length.

All of these nonwords have been recorded digitally at a
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. All stimuli were recorded in the
same voice, by a female native speaker of American English.
All stimuli are thus available in electronic format as digital
sound files. We provide them in the WAVE audio format, al-
though the availability of digital audio conversion software
makes conversion to other formats relatively simple.

Conclusions
We have described two sets of stimuli that were designed

to be used in, and have been used in, studies of word learn-
ing. Importantly, however, the stimulus sets could also be
employed for other purposes. For instance, the third set of
aliens described above (organized into four “families”)
could serve as stimuli in the study of categorization; they
were designed partly with this in mind. The nonword stim-
uli could be used in studies of nonword processing more
generally; in such studies, the elucidation of the relation-
ship between known words and nonwords is of consider-
able importance to accounts of lexical processing. The
one-syllable nonwords could be used in the investigation
of neighborhood effects; we have used them for this pur-
pose in other work (Lipinski & Gupta, in press). More gen-
erally, the stimulus sets described here may be of use well
beyond the context of the particular word learning studies
that motivated them. We therefore hope that these stimuli
may be of value to the research community; in word learn-
ing tasks, we have found them applicable for use with di-
verse human subject populations.
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ARCHIVED MATERIALS

The following materials associated with this article may be accessed
through the Psychonomic Society’s Norms, Stimuli, and Data archive,
http://www.psychonomic.org/archive/. 

To access these files or links, search the archive for this article using
the journal (Behavior Research Methods, Instruments, & Computers),
the first author’s name (Gupta) and the publication year (2004).

Files: Gupta-BRMIC-2004-nw1.zip, Gupta-BRMIC-2004-nw2.zip,
Gupta-BRMIC-2004-nw3.zip, Gupta-BRMIC-2004-nw4.zip, Gupta-
BRMIC-2004-nw5.zip, Gupta-BRMIC-2004-nw6.zip, Gupta-BRMIC-
2004-nw7.zip.

Description: The seven compressed archive files listed above each
expand into a folder (i.e., directory). The seven folders together contain
the 2,780 audio files constituting the various nonword stimuli described
in this article, as well as lists of these stimuli and additional documenta-
tion. The audio files are in WAVE format and should be usable on both
Macintosh and Windows computers.

File: Gupta-BRMIC-2004-a.zip.
Description: This compressed archive file expands into a folder con-

taining the pictorial files constituting the various alien stimuli described
in this article. These files are in Macintosh PICT format and should be
usable on both Macintosh and Windows computers.

File: Gupta-BRMIC-2004.zip.
Description: This compressed archive file expands into a folder con-

taining two README files. The file gupta2004nonwordsREADME.pdf
describes the contents of the seven nonword stimulus archives. The file
gupta2004aliensREADME.pdf contains a more detailed description of
the alien stimuli described in this article, and the structure of the Gupta-
BRMIC-2004-a.zip archive.
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APPENDIX
Examples of Two- to Seven-Syllable Nonword Stimuli

2 syllables, stress1 5 syllables, stress3
bassim /�b�sim/ boegeenaypeeteff /bo��i�neipitεf/
dockoan /�dɑko�n/ deeceedonnayrob /disi�dɑneirɑb/
gilere /��ilεɹ/ goosighdassokess /�usai�d�sokεs/
koofoop /�kufup/ komaysoleemice /komai�so�limais/
peggut /�pε��t/ taikusanoset /taiku�seinosεt/

2 syllables, stress2 5 syllables, stress4
bipup /bai�p�p/ bivonienailair /baivo�nai�neilεr/
deekead /di�kεd/ daymikeyteckem /deimaiki�tεkεm/
gaypoom /�ei�pum/ golosowsittane /�oloso�sitein/
keedoke /ki�do�k/ keenaykosirress /kineiko�sirεs/
toegudd /to����d/ peateeteekaysin /pititi�keisin/

3 syllables, stress1 6 syllables, stress4
bassodoke /�b�sodo�k/ bikiviseenybeek /bi�kivi�sinibik/
dayvaytass /�deiveit�s/ deedoolynelloomug /di�duli�nεlum��/
gissaybif /��iseibif/ gaikaykeemeckopek /�ai�keiki�mεkopεk/
kotiesote /�ko�taiso�t/ cainokeygayraysole /kei�no�ki��eireiso�l/
tovviedeem /�tɑvaidim/ peekoosaydavvogick /pi�kusei�d�vo�ik/

3 syllables, stress2 6 syllables, stress5
bisirrel /bai�sirεl/ beegaydightosemmade /�bi�eidaito�sεmeid/
doosennane /du�sεnein/ dutiefotodotoot /�dutaifo�to�do�tut/
geefirrase /�i�fireis/ gayciteenilaicere /��eisaitinai�laisiɹ/
keegulol /ki��ulɑl/ keybeetoolysissate /�kibituli�siseit/
pylessit /pai�lεsit/ toneeboonaynamer /�to�nibunei�neim�/

4 syllables, stress2 7 syllables, stress5
beenodoofop /bi�no�dufɑp/ beeneefotiesetovode /�binifo�tai�sεtovo�d/
doegedighteel /do���εdaitil/ doemoomeemyteegeepane /�do�mumimai�ti�ipein/
gainayrokeve /�ei�neirokiv/ gaigaikaygaykennodol /��ai�aikei�ei�kεnodɑl/
koososaydeeg /ku�so�seidi�/ kaytayfiekaydiffyside /�keiteifaikei�difisaid/
peanirainane /pi�niɹeinein/ toodykitotonnytem /�tudikito�tɑnitεm/

4 syllables, stress3 7 syllables, stress6
bightievinnode /baitai�vino�d/ baydieteepeafeesooreet /bεi�daitipifi�surit/
daysomaysice /deiso�meisais/ deesoogeelikeyfeetuke /di�su�ilaiki�fituk/
gorooneesore /�o�ru�nisɔɹ/ gunupeeteetayremmane /�uvnupititei�rεmein/
kysoraykofe /kaiso�reiko�f/ kaikokayguideytosset /kai�ko�kei�aidi�tɑsεt/
tieteenoosoose /taiti�nusus/ peavaileyebudutonnuve /pi�veilaibudu�tɑnuv/

(Manuscript received December 21, 2003;
revision accepted for publication July 19, 2004.)


